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A CHEVALLEY-WARNINGAPPROACH
TO /7-ADICESTIMATES OF CHARACTERSUMS
DAQINGWAN
(Communicated by William Adams)
Abstract. The elementary Chevalley-Warning congruence method is applied
to obtain several p-adk estimates of character sums over finite fields.

1. Introduction
Let F9 be the finite field of q elements with characteristic p.
Let
F¡(xx, ... , xn) (i = 1, ... , r) be polynomials of degree d¡ over F«,. The
classical Chevalley-Warning theorem asserts that if « > £, d¡, then the characteristic p divides the number Nq(Fx, ... , Fr) of F?-rational solutions of the
system
(1.1)

Fx(xx,...

,xn) = F2(xx, ... ,xn) = --- = Fr(xx, ...,xn)

= 0.

The proof of this theorem is very simple and elegant; see [8]. It is based on the
following congruence formula:
(1.2)

Ng(Fx,...,Fr)

= £(1-F,

(x)"-1) ...(1-

Fr(x)"-X)

(modp),

a principal first noted by Lebesgue in 1837 (see the notes of Chapter 7 in [5]).
The Chevalley-Warning theorem was greatly improved by Ax [3] (for the case
r = 1) and Katz [4] (for general r). The Ax-Katz theorem asserts that if b is
the least integer such that

(1.3)

b>n-^i,
max, d¡

then qb divides Nq(Fx , ... , Fr). Ax [3] also obtained a weaker result for
general r, which replaces the right side of (1.3) by (n - Xw^iO/X),^.' ■ The
Ax-Katz theorem is best possible in the sense that for each n and each multiple degree (d\, ... ,dr), there are polynomials F¡ of degree d¡ such that the
highest power of q dividing Nq(Fx, ... , Fr) is exactly qb . Instead of using a
congruence formula similar to (1.2), Ax used the well-known expression of the
number Nq(Fx, ... , Fr) in terms of exponential sums. Ax's proof is p-adic in
nature and uses the Stickelberger theorem on Gauss sums. Even though there
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is a quick proof of the Chevalley-Warning theorem, Ax [3] said "there does not
seem to be any simple proof of the fact that q divides Nq(F) if « > d ".
Katz's proof (for general r) is much deeper and uses Dwork's theory of completely continuous operators in an infinite-dimensional p-adic Banach space.
The Ax-Katz theorem was generalized to exponential sums by Sperber [9] and
Adolphson-Sperber [1, 2]. Their proof is similar to Katz's proof and uses
Dwork's p-adic theory. In [10], it was shown that the Katz theorem can be
proved by using Ax's method. Aldophson-Sperber [2] then realized that their
theorem on exponential sums can also be proved by using Ax's method.
Recently, motivated by coding theoretic considerations, Moreno-Moreno [6,
7] obtained a new theorem which improves the Ax-Katz theorem in certain
special cases. Their idea is to reduce the question under consideration from
¥g to the prime field Fp . Also motivated by coding theoretic considerations,
Ward [11] recently found a new proof of the Ax theorem (the case r = 1). In
comparison to Ax's proof, Ward's proof is closer in line to Chevalley-Warning's
proof. Essentially, Ward starts with the case r = I of the limiting congruence
formula
Nq(Fx,...,Fr)

=e (i- (fe^r) •••
t1- (ä^ti

'

where Tq is the Teichmüller lifting of Yq and F(x) has p-adic coefficients.
Note that lim^^ aq is simply the Teichmüller lifting of a e Fq . Ward's
proof uses p-adic lifting and avoids the Stickelberger theorem; however, his
proof depends on his polarization theory and is not very simple.
Motivated by Ward's proof, in §2 we give a direct and simple proof of the
Ax-Katz theorem in the prime field case. Combining with Moreno-Moreno's
reduction, this gives a simple proof of the Moreno-Moreno theorem and answers
Ax's questions. Our proof is parallel to the Chevalley-Warning proof and uses

only congruence formulas over the rational integers and monomial coefficients.
The Stickelberger theorem, p-adic liftings, and polarizations are not involved.
For a general finite field, the same congruence proof works if we replace the
rational integers by algebraic integers in number fields or by p-adic integers in
p-adic fields. Using the congruence argument, in §3 we generalize the Ax-Katz
theorem to multiplicative character sums. Finally, in §4 we extend the result
in §3 to mixed character sums, which includes Moreno-Moreno's theorem on
exponential sums as a special case.

2. The Ax-Katz theorem

in prime field case

In this section, we give a direct and simple proof of the Ax-Katz theorem in
the prime field case. Let Fx(xx, ... , x„) (1 < i < r) be polynomials of degree
di with integral coefficients. We are interested in the number Nq(Fx, ... , Fr)
of solutions of the congruence system

(2.1) Fx(xi, ..., x„) = F2(xx, ... ,x„) = ■■■
= Fx(xx, ... ,x„) = 0 (modp).
Let b be the least integer satisfying (1.3); we need to prove that pb divides
Np(Fx,...,Fr).
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Let S be the set consisting of zero and the g'p" (0 < i < p - 2), where g
is a fixed primitive root modulo p" if p > 2 and g = 1 if p = 2. Then S is
a complete residue system modulo p . Similar to (1.2), we have the following
well-known congruence formula:

(2.2)^....J^Jfl-Fifx^Y.pfl-^r'K)

(mod/»").

xeS"

Expanding (2.2) and by induction on r, we see that it suffices to prove that
r

(2.3)

A= Y, YlFi(x)ip-l)p"
= 0 (modpb).
x€Sn z'=l

Let Fj(x) = YÜjL\aijx<!iJi where the e¡j are vectors in Z>0 whose sums of
coordinates are at most d¡. Expanding (2.3) and interchanging the summation,
we have

&*>*- £

kil+-+kim¡=(p-\)p"i=\x

nui:1!,

r

m¡

ihr e^*».

''

\i=\j=\

) xes*

i<i<r

By the classical formula of Legendre, ordp(/c!) = (k - o(k))/(p - 1), where
o(k) denotes the sum of the digits in the base p expansion of k. It follows
that the p-order of the monomial coefficient in (2.4) is
1

r

(

m'

\

— ¿2 l(P- W - (P- 1)- Y,(hj- °(kij))
i

r

(m'

=AE 5>(*«)-(p-i:
y

<=i \7=1

By our choice of the complete residue system S, the following is valid:
( tgk(p-\)p" _ i)/(gkp" _ i) = 0 (modp")
if (p - 1) does not divide k,

(2.5) £** = < p (modp")
t€S

ifk = 0,

p-1

Y/gkip" = p - 1 (modp") if (p - 1) divides k and k > 0.
(=0

Thus, in (2.4) we need only to check those terms for which

(2.6)

£Vo=0
i.j

(mod(p-l)),

where the congruence means that each coordinate of the vector is divisible by
p - 1 . Assume that s of the coordinates in (2.6) are not numerically zero.
By (2.4) and (2.5), we are reduced to proving that (noting that the number
NP(FX, ... , Fr) is an integer)
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Since k = a(k)

(mod(p - 1)), we can replace k¡j by a(k¡j) in (2.6):

(2.8)

^ff(/ci7)^
¡■j

= 0 (mod(p-l)).

Furthermore, s of the coordinates in (2.8) are not numerically zero. Adding
these coordinates and letting d = max, d¡, we deduce that
r

r

'"'

'-

i m¡

»o>-i)-i>-i)2><2>t>(m-cp-i)
(2.9,

r

<¿E

}'"

I m,

Eff(M-(p-i)

This inequality implies that
l

i

r

I mi

By (2.7), the Ax-Katz theorem is proved for the prime field Yp .

3. Multiplicative

character

sums

In this section, we generalize the Ax-Katz theorem to multiplicative character
sums. Let Kq be the unique unramified extension of degree / over the p-adic
rational number field Qp . Let Tq be the set consisting of the roots of tq = t
in KQ. Then the reduction of Tq modulo p is the finite field F9 . Let T
be the Teichmüller character, i.e., T(t) = t. This is a primitive multiplicative
character on Fq of order (q - 1). Any multiplicative character of F9 is a
power of T. Let xM = T(t)J' (1 < i < r) be multiplicative characters of Fg ,
where the j¡ are integers satisfying 0 < j, < q - 1. By convention, T°(a) is
the character with value 1 for all a e Fq ; while Tq~x(a) is the character with
value 1 for all a e F* and Tq~x(0) = 0. Let F¡(xx, ... , x„) be polynomials
of degree d¡ over F? . Define a character sum by

(3.1)

Sq(X,F)=

YJXx(Fx(x))---Xr(Fr(x)).
x€F"q

For an integer k > 0, define oq(k) to be the sum of the digits in the expansion
of k as a base q number. If q = p , then aq(k) = o(k). For a real number x,
define (x)* to be the smallest integer not less than x. We have the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let d = max,(i, and q = pf.
at least

Then the q-order of Sq(x, F) is
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Proof. To simplify notation, suppose that the F¡(x) are already lifted to Kq .
Since T(x) = xq" (modqn) for all integral x e Kq , similar to (1.2), we have
the following congruence formula:

(3.3)

Sq(x,F)=

Y,Fx(xrqn---Fr(xy'q,¡

(modqn).

Let F¡(x) = YAjixaijXei', where the e¡j are vectors in Z£0 whose sums of
coordinates are at most d¡ and the a¡j are p-adic integers in Kq. Expanding (3.3) and interchanging the summation, we have the following congruence

modulo q" :

(3.4)

*<*.*>■
e n(,;1,^;,;j(nE^E^^fc/l+-+*im(=Á«7"
'=1 V
' V-J /=•
/ x£T;
\<i<r

By the classical formula of Legendre, ordp(fc!) = (k - o(k))/(p - 1). It follows
that the <?-order of the monomial coefficient in (3.4) is
,

r

I

m¡

\

—V)E Ja"- "M - E(ku- tfoj))
f(P
(3.5)

l m¡

=7^T)E^E^)-^)
By the definition of Tq, the following is valid:
(0

if (q - 1) does not divide k,

q
ifk = 0,
q - 1 if (q - 1) divides k and k > 0.
Thus, in (3.4) we need only to check those terms for which

(3.7)

Y^ktjetjsO
ij

(mod(q-l)),

where the congruence means that each coordinate of the vector is divisible by

p - 1. Since k = aq(k) (mod(<7- 1)), by (3.7) we have
(3.8)

£a9(/co).?i7 = 0 (mod(i-l)).
i,j

Assume that s of the coordinates in (3.7) are not numerically zero. The definition of oq(k) shows that s of the coordinates in (3.8) are not numerically
zero. Adding these coordinates and letting d = max, d¡, we deduce that
r

r/m,

s(q-l)- EM ^ E ^' E Mfc0')
-h

<¿É(ftMM-h\■
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Since Ylj kij = j¡q" > 0 and oq(j¡) = j¡ for all i, we deduce that for all i,

(3.10)

5>,(M-¿S0
j

(mod(<?-l)).

It then follows from (3.9) and (3.10) that

(3.11) (' ~^-fiJidiJ(g
- 1)<± fe^ku)-/,) .
Let a be a nonnegative integer. If we multiply both sides of (3.7) by pa,
then (3.8) and (3.10) remain true with oq(k,¡) replaced by oq(pak¡j) (and j¡
replaced by oq(paji)). Furthermore, s of their coordinates are not numerically
zero. Thus, similar to (3.11), we have

(3.12) I-«-_-1

(9 - 1)< 2^ I 2^ aq(pakij)- oq(paji) .

Adding equation (2.12) for a = 0, 1, ... , f - 1, we deduce that

(3.13)

Q('-&Ei*iWùd,yt
,. «-if/f
,.
...\
¿2y—-—-d-J
(<t-vijz\i.\Xa{kij)-a{Ji)\'
where we used the simple fact that for all integers k > 0,
/_1

a-I

YJOq(pak) = o(k)q—l.
a=0

By (3.5) and (3.6), we conclude that the <?-order of each term in (3.4) is at least

. ¡lf^fs-^lEi<rq(paji)diy

mm

7)

%i

-q---j-

+(n-s))

\

lQ(n-9±T2Zio«(Paii)diY

~?k\

d

) '

The theorem is proved.
If we take the Xi to be the trivial characters with j¡ = q - 1 for all i, then
the identity pa(q - 1) = (pa - l)q + (q - pa) shows that oq(paj¡) = q - 1 for

all 0 < a < q - 1. In this case, the number in (3.2) is reduced to the integer b

in (1.3) and
Nq(Fx.Fr)

= £

(1 - Xl(Fl (X))) •• • (1 - Xr(Fr(x))) .

*€FJ

Thus, Theorem 3.1 includes the Ax-Katz theorem as a special case. Using
the inequality (x)* + (y)* > (x + y)* and the identity £a=o ai(PaJ) =

o(J)(Q - 1)I(P - 1). we obtain
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Corollary 3.2. The q-order of Sq(x, F) is at least

p.,4)

i,(»f-^f°^-\

4. Mixed character sums
In this section, we prove that similar results are true for mixed character
sums. We shall combine the congruence method, Moreno-Moreno's reduction,
and Ax's method. An alternative approach (not discussed here) would be to
replace the congruence method by Jacobi sums and Stickelberger's theorem. Let
Xi = Tjl (1 < i < r) be multiplicative characters of Fq as above. Let y/ be a
fixed nontrivial additive character of Fq . Let F¡(xx, ... , x„) (1 < i < r + 1)
be polynomials of degree d¡ over Fq . Define a mixed character sum by

(4.1)

Sq(X, ip,F)=Y,Xi(Fx(x))---Xr(Fr(x))ip(Fr+x(x)).
xeFj

For 1 < i < r + 1, let
h¡ =

max a(kx)-\-\-a(kn),

(k\,-,k„)

where the maximum is taken over the degrees of all monomials xk' • • •xk" in
Fj. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. The p-order Sq(x, <P,F) is at least

(4-2)-rv '

( " - ei l ,, Y a(ii)hi) .
max^Kr+i ht \
f(p -l)j~Ax
)

Proof. We assume that the F¡(x) are already lifted to a polynomial in Kq[x]
of degree d¡. Similar to §3, we have the following congruence formula

(4.3)

Sq(X, r,i)=5;

Fx(xy'q"---Fr(xy'qnw(Fr+x(x)) (mod«"),
x€T£

where for simplicity, y/(Fr+x(x)) means the value of y/ at the reduction of
Fr+X(x) modulo p. We use Moreno-Moreno's reduction to reduce the above
sum to a sum over Tp". Choose elements a x, ... , ay in Tq such that their
reduction is a basis of Fq over Fp. Then every element x¡ of Tq can be
uniquely written in the form x¡ = y¡xax + ■■■+ y¡fctf (modp), where the y y
are elements in Tp . Let k = ko + kxp + k2p2 -\be a positive integer. Then

(4.4)
(modp).
Thus, we can replace the polynomial Fr+X(x) of degree dr+x by a p-adic integral
polynomial G>+i(y) in Kq[yxx,yx2, ... , y„f] of degree at most hr+x, and the
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variables y¡j take values in Tp . Since the y¡j arein Tp , we have y/(Gr+x(y)) =
y/p(Xr(Gr+x(y))) = <pp(G'r+l(y)), where y/p is an additive character y/p of Fp
and the polynomial G'r+l(y) has coefficients in Zp . For each 1 < i < r, let
ji - 7i(0)+;'i(l)p-l-\-Ji(fl)p^_1 be the base p expansion of ;',. Then the
congruence reduction idea as in (4.4) shows that we can replace each polynomial
F/'(x) (coming from xAF) = T(F¡')) by a product polynomial U^G1^(y),
where each Gik is a p-adic integral polynomial in Kq[yxx, yx2, ... , ynf] of
degree at most h¡, and the variables y¡j take values in Tp. Thus, we are
reduced to the case / = 1 except that the polynomials F¡(x) (1 < i < r) may
have coefficients in the extension Kq . Namely, we are reduced to consider

(4.5)

Sp(x, V,F)=Y,

Fx(xy^---Fr(xy'p"ipp(Fr+x(x))

(modp"),

*£t;
where 0 < j¡ < p - 1, each polynomial F¡(x) has at most degree d¡ with
p-adic integral coefficients in the extension Kq , and 7v+i(.x) has coefficients in
Zp . We need to prove that the p-order of the sum in (4.5) is at least

(4-6)-T

maxx<i<r+xdi

I n - t-^-tt
Y jidi'j) .
(p- l)^Jl

\

For 1 < / < r, let F¡(x) = Y!J=\ aijxe" > where the e¡j are vectors in Z"0
whose sums of coordinates are at most d,. Let 7v+i(x) = Yff=xb¡xe¡, where
the e¡ are vectors in Z"0 whose sums of coordinates are at most dr+x . The
multiplicative part can be expanded as before:

(4.7)
r

unri=l

E

r

kn+-+kim¡=jip''

/

\

I r

m¡

\

n(kj>fkJ(mi*)^'.
i=l

\i=lj=l

/

l<j<r

The p-order of the monomial coefficient in (4.7) is computed to be

(4.8)

^j E Up"
- ii- f>ij- »(M)
J =p4rE (e ff(%)
-A ■
For the additive part, we use Gauss sums and Stickelberger's theorem.
integer k with 0 < k < p - 2, define the Gauss sum

For

gk = ytp-x-k¥P(x).
xeT„

LeX Y,k G(k)tk be a polynomial of degree p - 1 such that
p-i

(4.9)

y/pCt)= yiG(k)tk,
k=0

for all t e Tp. One checks that (7(0) = 1 , G(p - 1) = -p/(p - 1) and for
1 < k < p - 2, G(k) = gk/(p - 1). The Stickelberger theorem asserts that
the p-order of gk is k/(p - 1) (this prime field case can be proved easily).
Thus, the p-order of G(k) is k/(p - 1) for all 0 < k < p - 1 . For simplicity,
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we define y/p(x) = y/p(x) if x is a p-adic integer in Zp . Using (4.9), for all
je e Tp we have the expansion
m

<Pp(Fr+x(x))= \\y/p(bjxe>)
<4-10)

"'„-,

(m

\m

h,...,lm=0

\j=\

) 7=1

= n

n<w)m^')1'-

The p-order of the coefficient in (4.10) is (££., /,)/(/> - 1).
Substituting (4.7) and (4.10) into (4.5), multiplying them out, and using the
definition of Tq , we need only to check those terms for which
r

(4.11)

m¡

EEVo

m

+ E^0

' = 1 7= 1

(mod(p-l)),

7= 1

where the congruence means that each coordinate of the vector is divisible by
(p-1 ). Assume that s of the coordinates in (4.11 ) are not numerically zero, and
let d = maxi<,<r+i d¡. By the above computation, we are reduced to proving

that
(4.12)

ld(n~jhtiid)*¿4t(t (t »<*</)
- ij +E hJ +<»-*)•
Replacing k,j by a(k¡j) in (4.11), we get
r

(4-!3)

m¡

EE^'^'

m

+ E^-0

1=1 7=1

(mod(p-l)).

7=1

Furthermore, 5 of the coordinates in (4.13) are not numerically zero. Adding
these coordinates,

we deduce that
r

rim,

s(p-i)~yj^

<4-14»

,='

\

m

< Erfí Ea^kij)-i¡ + Ehdr+\

'"), A

\ A n

By (4.12), the p-order of Sp(x, V, F) is at least

¿4t (e [E"(m-7.j+i>] +(»-*)
rf

y

'-¿\

Theorem 4.1 is proved.
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If we take the Xt to be the characters with j¡ = 0 and take F¡ with d¡ = 1
for all i < r, then

(4.15)

Sq(x,<p,F) = Sq(<p,Fr+x)= £<K7v+1(x))
xeFj

is the exponential sum treated by Sperber [9]. Theorem 4.1 shows that the porder of the exponential sum in (4.15) is at least fn/hr+x. This is a theorem of
Moreno-Moreno [6] on exponential sums, which improves a theorem of Sperber

[9].
Corollary 4.2. The q-order of Sq(x, t//, F) is at least
(4-16)-T

max,<;<r+idi ("\

,, 1-l)jr[
^y°(ii)à\
f(p

) ■
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